
For your high-end variance needs, visit ARVariance.com at booth #52523.

ARVariance.com was created by Iron City Rifle Works to provide an easier option
for those 07 FFL holders wanting to have their own brand of AR receivers. We wanted 
to streamline the variance process by creating a simple website for those wanting to 
take that next step in building their brand. No setup fees, no variance fees, and no 
minimum, it doesn’t get any easier to obtain your own brand of receivers. With multiple 
options from caliber to design, ARVariance.com is your source for all your variance 
needs.

The AR15 market is a temperamental one. It’s a constant roller coaster that can 
be hard to navigate if a company does not have the best products to represent their 
brand. ARVariance.com saw a need in the market. The need for a better product in both
quality, function and design. Most companies offering variances, only offer vanilla 
options. ARVariance.com understands that in order to build a brand, that brand must 
stand out. But we also know that customers come in all forms. From the economical 
builders to the high-end buyers. ARVariance.com has you covered at every level. From 
AR15 sets, to 9mm and AR10. We’ve covered all of your customers needs with 2 
variance options:

The ARVariance.com L2 receiver platform offers the style and functions found in 
a lot of higher end receivers, but at a price that will appeal to most customers. Machined
out 7075-T6 billet aluminum, the L2 model receivers can be offered in lowers and 
uppers separately. Titanium threaded roll pins are a standard, as is a large over-sized 
mag-well, tension screw, and high end looks. The L2 uppers feature a big-bore ejection 
port and thermal fit bore for precise barrel extension fit.

Our L3 line is for those manufacturers wanting to take their brand straight to the 
top. These matched receiver sets are at the pinnacle in design, function, and quality. 
Machined from 7075-T6 billet aluminum, features include an extremely large uniquely 
designed and machined mag-well, ambi bolt release, titanium threaded roll pins and 
ambi rod, tension screw, thermal fit barrel extension bore, big-bore ejection port, with 
the looks and design that rise above all other high-end receiver sets. If your customers 
are looking for the nicest receiver sets to build off of, the L3 receivers from 
ARVariance.com is your answer.

If you have ever thought about getting an AR variance or looking to upgrade your
current variance to something better, please reach out to ARVariance.com at our 
website or at SHOT SHOW booth #52523 in the Supplier Showcase.


